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This CD presents four outstanding exponents 
of the Austrian Jazz scene: The Robert Schön-
herr Trio plus special guest Herwig Gradis-
chnig on the saxophone. The quartet does 
thankfully not provide a revolution of the 
history of jazz, but is rather a confession of the 
roots, which accounts for way more than the 
dull, zeitgeisty hype. All ten tracks are superb 
examples of a musical interchange, the cre-
ative dealings with music and the joint devel-
opment of themes. The title track “The Blue 
Side Of Flipper” is based on the standard tune 
“On Green Dolphin Street” and compliments 
Bronislav Kaper’s dolphin with the word “Flip-
per”. The elegiac track “Sandro & Celina” by 
double bass player Joschi Schneeberger, 
arranged on this album by Robert Schönherr, 
is a manifest of subtle interaction. 
Robert Schönherr contributed the lion’s share 
of originals with “Change The Rhythm” based 
on Gershwin’s “I Got Rhythm”, the rousing 
steamroller “Dampfwalzer”, “Limerick” and the 
two dedications “Herbie‘s Mood” and 
“The Influence Of J.Z.”. The pianist thoughtfully 
strings notes together and lets the keys tell 
revelling as well as dynamic melodies. Double 
bass player Schneeberger creates a warm 
groundwork, while drummer Mario Gonzi 
meets the requirements of the measure with 
pulsating explosiveness but also with a soft 
impressiveness. 
Herwig “Hank” Gradischnig, always being 
eloquent and full of passion for his art, offers a 
typical contemporary and 
individual sounding spectrum of brilliant impro-
visations on the sax. All in all it is a big throw, 
moving you nicely while being nicely moving. 
The CD is having very good sellings in Japan!

Tracklist:

01. change the rhythm (robert schönherr) 6:15
02. desafi nado (antonio c. jobim) 5:07
03. the blue side of fl ipper (robert schönherr) 5:35
04. sandro & celina (joschi schneeberger) 5:24
05. dampfwalzer (robert schönherr) 5:46
06. herbie ́s mood (robert schönherr) 6:19
07. limerick (robert schönherr) 5:07
08. the infl uenze of j.z. (robert schönherr) 5:40
09. i ́ll close my eyes (billy reid) 4:06
10. young and fi ne (joe zawinul) 4:50                

robert schönherr: piano, fender-
rhodes

joschi schneeberger: bass
mario gonzi: drums

special guest:
herwig gradischnig tenor sax
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